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Trekking is Haglöfs’ origin
Nature is genuine and honest. It offers purity and tranquility, but it can also be fickle and
unmerciful. Trekking is to enjoy nature in all of its shapes and forms, but also to meet its
challenges. Trekking is a near-nature experience. Trekking is Haglöfs’ origin, heart and
soul.
Trekking is not just where Haglöfs started, but also the company’s largest product
segment. Clothing, shoes and equipment for everything from a short day trip on a beautiful
fall day to a big adventure in difficult terrain and challenging weather conditions. Trekking
is a year-round activity, from hiking in the summer across snow-free landscapes to
cross-country skiing, ski touring and snowshoeing in a winter wonderland. Haglöfs takes
its inspiration from the Scandinavian environment, but the products are developed to
function equally well wherever a person is in the world.
Haglöfs’ most versatile products
Haglöfs’ Trekking line contains a large number of products that have been specifically
developed for different types of outdoor activities. At the same time, many of the products
are versatile and limitless in a way that is characteristic for Haglöfs. RIDGE JACKET is one
good example of this.
RIDGE JACKET is a bluesign®-approved shell jacket in 2-layer Gore-Tex®. The jacket has a
classic, timeless expression that celebrates Haglöfs’ heritage, but it is also loaded with
technical solutions, such as reinforced shoulders, pockets that are easily accessible when
wearing a backpack and discrete ventilation under the sleeves.
New releases in Clothing
Haglöfs’ family of lighter jackets and vests insulated with down, BIVVY, has gained three
new members for Fall/Winter 2014: BIVVY DOWN HOOD, BIVVYACK PARKA and BIVVY Q
PARKA. The jackets share the characteristic low weight, high packability and warm down
that has been supplemented with synthetic fibers in exposed areas in order to be able, for
example, to carry a backpack without losing the ability to insulate.
For days with changing weather, the new TRE JACKET could be the perfect choice. The
outer layer is a shell jacket made from Haglöfs Proof™, which offers solid stretch
protection that is windproof and waterproof, and the inner layer is a thin jacket insulated
with QuadFusion™. The jackets can be worn separately or together as a single jacket that
offers both insulation and protection.
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New materials and more alternatives
For Fall/Winter 2014, Haglöfs is introducing a new material in Hardware - a brushed
polyester offering high durability as well as a soft feel. In the spring of 2014 Haglöfs
introduced the MIRO backpack and for the Fall/Winter of 2014 a variation of this backpack,
MIRO RUGGED, will be released in the new material. The backpack is a classic Haglöfs
product, pure and uncomplicated with a padded back panel and profiled shoulder straps
for excellent carrying comfort during day trips in the forest and the mountains. The side
MIRO backpacks have detachable chest and waist straps and are also perfect for shorter
trips.
Within Footwear Haglöfs is introducing OBSERVE HI GT, which is an addition to the
OBSERVE family for Fall/Winter 2014. OBSERVE HI GT is a soft, very light boot with extra
protection and support that is perfect for easier trekking in fields and forests or as a
lightweight boot for the winter.
The award-winning OBSERVE shoes have been developed in collaboration with ASICS and
contain many of its leading technologies and materials, for example AHAR+ rubber on the
outer sole, a SpEVA midsole and GEL® shock absorption at the heel. And just like the other
shoes in this family, OBSERVE HI GT is built around the ASICS I.G.S. (Impact Guidance
System) philosophy, where several different technical functions work together to create as
natural a foot movement as possible.
Trekking with nature in focus
Trekking is the product segment in which Haglöfs has come the farthest in its
sustainability work. All of the new Trekking jackets for Fall/Winter 2014 are made from
bluesign®-approved material, such as 2-layer Gore-Tex®, Proof™ or Pertex® Classic Eco.
The insulated jackets are also padded with either origin-marked or traceable down or
QuadFusion™ synthetic insulation – both of which have been approved by bluesign®.
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FALL / WINTER 2014

RIDGE JACKET/
RIDGE Q JACKET
Specifically designed for trekking with a backpack, the
Ridge Jacket has a longer length and is very well-featured.
The jacket is bluesign® approved.

• Reinforced shoulder parts
• Chest pocket and two bellowed hand pockets, all zippered
• One zippered inside pocket and one mesh pocket
• Articulated elbow and laminated velcro adjustment at cuffs		
• Three-way adjustable hood		
• Discrete ventilation under the arms			
• Lower hip length adjustable hem			
• 	Centre back length 89 cm men’s size L, and 77,3 cm women’s
size M			
Colors men:
Weight:

Driftwood Solid, True Black
920 g in size L

Colors women: True Black, Volcanic Pink
Weight:
805 g in size M
MATERIALS:
Gore-Tex® 2 layer, 100% polyester, subtle textured dobby weave
with a tonal effect and an ePTFE membrane 142 g/m², bluesign®
approved
Hydrostatic head: >28.000 mm, RET: <9
Gore-Tex® 2 layer, 100% polyamide, 70D plain weave fabric,
ePTFE membrane, 148 g/m², bluesign® approved
Hydrostatic head: >28.000 mm, RET: <5

FALL / WINTER 2014

PILE HOOD/
PILE Q HOOD
Haglöfs Pile Hood is a classic hoodie made from technical Polartec®
fabric. It offers warmth without the bulk, and it is designed with articulated sleeves and offset seams for comfort and movement.

• 	Polartec® high loft fleece provides optimum warmth without the
weight and bulk, and features excellent breathability and quick
drying time
• 	Single layer hood for cosy bulk-free layering and increased
heat retention
• 	Laminated soft wind flap behind front zipper for protection
and comfort
• 	Offset shoulder and side seams for maximum comfort when
wearing a backpack
• 	Flatlock seams throughout to optimize layering and prevent
chafing
• 	Two mid mounted, zippered and mesh lined hand warmer
pockets that ventilate when open
• Articulated sleeves for optimized fit and low bulk in the arms
• Elasticated cuff and hem for a snug fit
• 	Centre back length 74 cm men’s size L, and 73,5 cm women’s
size M
Colors men:
Weight:

Driftwood, Grey Melange, Hurricane Blue
655 g in size L

Colors women: Driftwood, Soft White, Volcanic Pink
Weight:
505 g in size M
MATERIALS:
Polartec® 100% polyester, heavy, warming pile fleece, 380 g/m²

FALL / WINTER 2014

MIRO RUGGED
Miro Rugged backpack is perfect for every day use. It is slightly
padded, holds a 15” laptop and has a brushed cotton look. Functional
details include detachable straps and an articulated harness.

• Articulated harness with comfortable padding
• Detachable sternum strap
• Detachable waist strap
• Light padded shell construction
• Asymmetric zip opening for good overview of the contents
• Large enough to fit a 15” lap top
• Side pocket on one side, made from stretch woven fabric
• One inside and one outside zippered pocket
• Key holder

Colors: Hurricane Blue, True Black, Volcanic Pink
Weight: Miro Rugged Large 600 g,
Miro Rugged Medium 530 g
MATERIALS:
440D brushed Oxford polyester

FALL / WINTER 2014

HAGLÖFS OBSERVE HI GT/
HAGLÖFS OBSERVE HI Q GT
Haglöfs Observe Hi GT boot travels the trails with comfort and support.
Developed with ASICS®, it is both waterproof and breathable,
versatile enough for mid-length hikes.

• High cut for extra support and protection
• 	Molded rubber reinforced toe and rubber heel for increased
protection
• Lace locking system for easy individual lacing
• Stabilite ESS chassis for stability and torsion control
• 	AHAR+ Asics High Abrasion Resistance Rubber used on the
heavy contact areas of the outsole
• 	SpEVA midsole that improves bounce back characteristics
and decreases midsole breakdown
HAGLÖFS OBSERVE HI GT
• GEL® rearfoot cushioning for good shock absorption
• New and improved wet grip rubber for best traction
• 	I.G.S Impact Guidance System allows the foot to perform
in a more natural manner

Color men:
Weight:

True Black
465 g (½ pair size UK 8)

Colors women: True Black/Volcanic Pink
Weight:
540 g (½ pair size UK 5)
MATERIALS:
Upper: Water repellent polyester ripstop
Lining: Gore Tex® Extended Comfort
Footbed: Haglöfs Custom Comfort
Outsole: Asics Hike Wet Grip

HAGLÖFS OBSERVE HI Q GT

FALL / WINTER 2014

BIVVY Q PARKA
Haglöfs Bivvy Q Parka is a hooded down parka that provides
great features for versatile trekking activities.

• Longer body length for greater protection
• Durable DWR treated face for weather protection
• Two-way adjustable down hood
• Front zip with insulated inner placket
• 	Zippered chest pocket and open stretch mesh stow pocket
on inside
• 	Mid mounted insulated pockets with zippers and webbing loop
• Jacket folds into its own pocket
• Articulated elbows and elasticated cuff
• Centre back length 88,5 cm women’s size M
Colors women: 	Hurricane Blue, True Black, Volcanic Pink
Weight:
480 g in size M
Available only in women’s style
MATERIALS:
Pertex® Classic Eco, 100% recycled polyester, 50D down and fibre
proof mini ripstop weave fabric, 72 g/m², bluesign® approved
85/15 down, traceable and bluesign® approved 700 CUIN fill power
(European) (main body/ sleeves), fibre insulation 40 g/m² (shoulder
area)
Down weight: 137 g in size M

FALL / WINTER 2014

BIVVY DOWN HOOD/
BIVVY Q DOWN HOOD
The Bivvy Down Hood is a lightweight, eco-friendly, and packable jacket
with the versatility for all adventures. Among its thoughtful details are
many pockets and the possibility to fold it into its own pocket.

• Durable DWR treated face for weather protection
• Two-way adjustable down hood
• 	Mid mounted insulated pockets with zippers and webbing loop
• Two-way front zip with insulated inner placket
• 	Zippered chest pocket on the men’s style. Chest pocket on the
inside for the women’s style.
• Jacket folds into its own pocket
• Articulated elbows and elasticated cuff
• Single handed adjustable hem
• 	Centre back length - 75 cm men’s size L, and 66 cm women’s
size M
Colors men:
Weight:

Dynamite, Juniper, Storm Blue, True Black
590 g in size L

Colors women: 	Aero Blue, Hurricane Blue, True Black,
Volcanic Pink
Weight:
480 g in size M
MATERIALS:
Pertex® Classic Eco, 100% recycled polyester, 50D down and fibre
proof mini ripstop weave fabric, 72 g/m², bluesign® approved
85/15 down, traceable and bluesign® approved 700 CUIN fill power
(European) (main body/ sleeves), fibre insulation 40 g/m² (shoulder
area)
Down weight: 155 g men’s size L, 126 g women’s size M

